SANAD,
THE PATH
TO
reconstruction

OMCT Oﬀice in Tunisia

Centre SANAD in Kef

Centre SANAD in Sidi Bouzid

Immeuble le National

Espace Zoghlemi

Immeuble Diar El Khalil

2ème étage - Apt n° 325

1er étage - Apt n°2

3ème étage - Apt n° 11

2, av. de France

Av. Mongi Slim

Rue l’Union Maghreb arabe

Tunis 1000

Le Kef 7100

Sidi Bouzid 9100

Tél : 71 322 561

Tél : 78 223 022

Tél : 76 62 57 55

www.om ct-tunisie.org

What is SANAD?
SANAD means «support» in Arabic. The SANAD Centres are a direct assistance programme
for victims of torture, established by the World Organization Against Torture (OMCT) in
Tunisia in 2013.

Our approach to
providing assistance
Reception

Follow-up

SANAD: Direct assistance. Free-of-charge.
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SANAD is also two counselling centres
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For victims of torture
and ill-treatment
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For the members of
their families

Our mandate
Torture
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Violence inflicted
by state agents
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Other cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment
or punishment
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Suspicious death in
places of detention
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Eligibility

Documentation

Validation

Assistance

KEF

Geographically, the SANAD Centre Kef covers the entire northern
region of Tunisia, and the SANAD Centre Sidi Bouzid covers the
southern and the central region of the country.
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Interview

Forced
disappearances

Our specialty:
a multidisciplinary
approach
Throughout the past four years, we have
seen how important it is for our
beneficiaries and their families to feel they
are at the heart of a multidisciplinary care
process, where all aspects of reparation
can develop in an accompanied manner.

Social
assistance

Medical
assistance
SANAD

Psychological
assistance

Legal
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Jamel's life was
turned upside
down following
a phone call one
evening.

Hey Jamel, come get your brother,
he is getting into a fight!

When he arrived, Jamel
was grabbed and taken
by the police.

At the police station,
he was violently beaten
by two police officers.

And this plunged him
into a coma for
4 months and 25 days.

Police

SANAD
provides
support and
assistance
to the
mother

To buy his silence, the families of the accused officers

offered 40,000 DT
to Jamel's mother.

DT

The prosecutor opened an
investigation against
two police officers.

to find a lawyer,

That is out of the
question! I want
justice for my son.

for Jamel to continue receiving his
salary during his hospitalization,

to find a
specialized
hospital and
to request that the
medical expenses are covered,
Today Jamel left the hospital with serious
after-effects. He is still unable to walk
but he is still receving support and assistance.

and to take care of the
children.

to find work for his
wife and sister,

SANAD provides
assistance to victims of
torture in Tunisia.
The two police officers
have been arrested.

SANAD HELPS
FIND A PATH TO
RECONSTRUCTION

